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CALDERAS ON VENUS; M H Bulmer, J E Guest (Univ. London Observatory 
NW72QS, UK), E R Stofan (JPL 230-225, Pasadena CA 91 109) 

A global examination of the venusian surface imaged by Magellan SAR reveals a large 
number of caldera structures of different types and sizes. They occur in a variety of volcanic 
environments and range in size from 3 km in diameter up to several hundred kilometres. 

The smaller calderas (less than 30 km in diameter) are associated with shields, cones 
and domes (figure 1, types a-f). Most of the calderas on shields have steep inner walls and 
are near circular to elongate in plan view, although in some cases elliptical coalescing pits 
produce elongate collapsed depressions. Nested calderas also occur on some constructs. The 
calderas on cones are similar in form and tend to be circular in plan view. 

Many domes on Venus have concave upper surfaces suggesting that withdrawal of 
magma down the conduit occurred late in the eruption. However, in some cases such down- 
sagged surfaces are accompanied by a steep-walled circular depression indicating that as well 
as magma withdrawal, there was also caldera collapse. 

In all these cases, it appears that collapse has occurred into a partly drained high level 
(few kilometres depth) magma reservoir below the volcanic edifice. The majority of these 
calderas have diameters of a few kilometres comparable to typical calderas on basaltic 
volcanoes on Earth, and probably have about the same diameter as the magma reservoir. 

A number of small calderas also occur in the lava plains (figure 1, type g) of Venus 
apparently unnconnected with a recognisable volcanic edifice. In addition, widescale collapse 
has occurred in many places along graben interpreted as being related to dyke injection. These 
features are rarely directly associated with effusive activity. 

The larger calderas are of two types. One type occurs (figure 1, type h) on the 
summits of the larger volcanoes such as Siff ~ o n s ' .  These tend to be less than 100 km in 
diameter, may have a relatively circular shape by comparison with terrestrial calderas and in 
some cases are the result of multiple collapses. These again are interpreted as the result of 
collapse of the edifice along roughly circular fractures into an underlying partly drained 
magma chamber whose diameter corresponds approximately to that of the width of the 
caldera. 

The other form of large collapse structure (figure 1, type i) appears to be the venusian 
counterpart of a terrestrial down-sag caldera2. These features are usually elliptical in 
planimetric form and are not necessarily associated with any substantial construct. Most occur 
in the plains but some, such as Sacajewa in Lakhmi Planum (218 x 118 km in diameter) 
occur in highland areas1. These features are recognised by close-spaced parallel concentric 
normal faults and grabens around the rim of the depression. They may be associated with lava 
flows on the floor of the caldera, as well as in some cases flow fields that were erupted from 
concentric fractures or from rift zones running through the feature. 
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On Earth, large volcanic depressions are usually associated with the eruption of large 
volumes of silicic material by explosive activity. This is unlikely to be the case on Venus 
although the possibility of major pyroclastic flow eruptions cannot be ruled out. However, the 
evidence so far shows that when a direct link between these features and volcanism can be 
demonstrated, the features have more the appearance of lava flows than pyroclastic flows. 
These structures are considered to be the result of cumulative down-sagging and associated 
fracturing over deep-seated magma accumulation of large dimensions. 

There are therefore on Venus, as on Earth, a variety of volcanic and tectonic 
associations that give rise to caldera collapse. 

References;( 1) Head et a1 (1991) Science 252, 276-288. (2) Walker (1984) J. Geophys. Res., 
89, 8407-841 6. 
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